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Midge Ure
Breathe Tour special issue – limited edition

It’s been an exceptionally busy year for us, what with CD re-releases and Internet websites, as you’ll see in the following
pages. EV is now on the Internet! Yes, we now have a complementary website, where you can get the latest news, send
email messages to the band, chat with fellow fans, download previously unseen photographs, listen to messages from
Midge and Warren (later we hope to have messages from everyone), view the merchandise list, and many other things.
Generally nothing from the fanzine is reproduced there, to keep the magazine good value for money. The website has
now become the home for the discography that we were planning, since it will be an ever-evolving beastie which, if
written in stone (well, in print) would soon become obsolete! It was a problem which was plaguing us – until now. The
Internet is the perfect place for it, since it can constantly be updated and amended. We hope you’ll like it!
The other major news (covered in-depth later) is that EMI Gold are re-releasing Ultravox and Midge Ure CDs, with our help
– EV has been involved with everything from track selection, to artwork, to running out the film! At around £6.99 they’re
great value for money, so keep your eyes peeled – most record shops should carry them, or at least be able to order them.
So far Monument, The Gift, Rage in Eden and Dancing With Tears in My Eyes have had the treatment, and we have
several brand new CDs planned. The first of which, a selection of extended remixes called Extended Ultravox, is in the
shops in February 1998. If you have any problems obtaining these titles, HMV Direct (the UK-based mail order branch of
HMV) carries them, and ships orders all over the world. Their telephone number is +44 (0) 990 33 45 78.

Extreme Voice Breathe tour limited edition : Introduction

Welcome to this special limited edition issue, which has been produced for Midge Ure’s 1998 Breathe tour, and
features articles taken from the previous two issues of Extreme Voice, the Official Ultravox Fanzine.

If you would like to subscribe to Extreme Voice, please send a cheque, Eurocheque, or bank draft / International Money
Order payable to Cerise A. Reed, to the address below. The next issue is due out in April 1998.
Subscription rates (covering 3 issues) are as follows:
UK £10.00

• EUROPE £11.00

• OUTSIDE EUROPE £14.00

Cerise Reed and Robin Harris, Extreme Voice,
19 SALISBURY STREET, ST GEORGE, BRISTOL BS5 8EE ENGLAND.
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TEL / FAX: (0117) 939 7078 URL: http://www.ultravox.org.uk
EMAIL (CERISE): ev@ultravox.org.uk EMAIL (ROBIN): robinharris@ultravox.org.uk
All the very best!

All text and pictures © Extreme Voice 1998 except where stated.
Reproduction by permission only.

IN BRIEF
JOHN FOXX
NEWS FROM THE QUIET MAN
John Foxx has finally broken his self-imposed musical silence
by releasing not one, but two new albums! The first being the
now-legendary Cathedral Oceans and the second is John’s
recent collaboration with Louis Gordon called Shifting City.
And this is just the beginning!

This is not an album that can be listened to in the conventional
way in that there isn’t a track that leads you into the album,
nor can it be appreciated by merely ‘playing it in the
background’. This album requires something from the listener,
but if you are prepared to invest the time, you will discover an
album of rare beauty. Cathedral Oceans stands up
exceptionally well to repeated listenings in that new patterns
and layers will present themselves each time it is played, as
your attention is moved from one sequence to another.
The form of the music of Cathedral Oceans has been
constantly developing through the intervening years, so that
several albums’ worth of this material has now been written.
It’s odd to discover that, despite the final selection of material
being recorded over such a long period of time, the quality of
the recording does not vary from track to track.
It’s difficult to summarise Cathedral Oceans; it’s not an
‘instant’ album in the traditional sense. The music can be
described as atmospheric, tranquil and even ambient; which
creates impressions of acoustic space of great size. If it helps
anyone, John’s current favourite tracks are Through Summer
Rooms and Infinite in all Directions.
Catalogue Number: Abstract Division META001CD

John Foxx : Cathedral Oceans
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Cathedral Oceans
City as Memory
Through Summer Rooms
Geometry and Coincidence
If Only...
Shifting Perspective
Floating Islands
Infinite in all Directions
Avenham Collonade
Sunset Rising
Invisible Architecture

5’19”
5’43”
6’36”
5’26”
3’22”
2’35”
6’05”
5’49”
6’17”
2’38”
3’22”

John has been writing Cathedral Oceans for over fifteen
years now. He started after he’d completed The Garden LP
back in 1981, in fact the first track on Cathedral Oceans
starts with the sounds of birdsong, so it could be seen as
following directly on from the end of The Garden. It’s almost
as if John’s musical career split in two at that point: Cathedral
Oceans on one side, The Golden Section and In
Mysterious Ways on the other. We first heard about
Cathedral Oceans from Declan Colgan at Virgin Records
when we were researching the Assembly album back in
1991 but, like most people, we thought that this album
would never be released.

The Noise
Crash
Here We Go
Shadow Man
Through My Sleeping
Forgotten Years
Everyone
Shifting City
Concrete, Bulletproof, Invisible
An Ocean We Can Breathe

Tracks like Crash and Concrete, Bulletproof, Invisible may
seem at first listen to be the most radical departure in that
they appear to have more in common with Nation 12 than
anything else that John has done before. In reality they both
share a common ancestor in 20th Century – the repeated
one line over an insistent beat.
It’s very strange to find an album, which has been created using
this level of technology, to have so much warmth and feeling.
This is particularly evident on the third track, Here We Go,
which seems to be in the same romantic mould as Sitting at
the Edge of the World. Lyrically the album doesn’t disappoint
either: “I will not follow you, across the clear blue sky of
evening. And when I’m half asleep, I still feel your shadow on
my ceiling” (Through My Sleeping). Another track, Shadow
Man, seems to continue themes which have already appeared
in John’s work (in this case from He’s a Liquid and The Man
Who Dies Every Day) fused together by the rhythmic
elements from Metal Beat. In fact it’s difficult to determine
exactly ‘who did what’ on this album, the partnership between
John and Louis being a subtle one – there’s plenty of blurring,
merging and dissolving... Louis even manages to nudge his way
into contributing some of the vocal elements on the track
Forgotten Years; a song which sees John crooning over a
slow, almost melancholy beat. And the best is saved until last;
An Ocean We Can Breathe was the last song which was
recorded. Originally based around a drone and basic rhythm
track created by Louis, the song quickly evolved into one of
the most powerful and ‘accessible’ songs on the whole album.
In much the same way as The Garden is now considered by
some to be the successor to Ultravox’s Systems of Romance
album, we’re sure that Shifting City will be viewed as the
true follow-up to Metamatic.

John Foxx & Louis Gordon : Shifting City
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

been updated with the addition of rhythms which seem to be
far more relentless than they ever were in the past.

4’17”
5’24”
7’03”
7’26”
5’03”
5’43”
5’48”
3’36”
5’42”
6’23”

Comparisons between this and John’s first solo album are
going to be unavoidable and to a certain degree intentional (in
fact we’ve already heard it being described as “a Metamatic
for the Nineties...!”). Although certain elements of that album
have been sampled for Shifting City, John and Louis were
able to go back to the original equipment, thus recreating the
atmosphere that made Metamatic one of the most influential
albums of the Eighties. However, this time around the mix has

Catalogue Number: Metamatic META002CD
Cathedral Oceans and Shifting City are available by mail
order for £12.99 each from Voiceprint, details as follows:
VOICEPRINT, P.O. BOX 50, HOUGHTON-LE-SPRING
TYNE AND WEAR DH4 5YP, ENGLAND
POSTAGE WITHIN UK:
Free
POSTAGE EUROPE:
Add £2.00 p&p for first disk, £1.00 per CD thereafter
POSTAGE OUTSIDE EUROPE:
Add £3.00 p&p for first disk, £1.00 per CD thereafter
VISA/ACCESS/AMERICAN EXPRESS
Credit Card Hotline UK (0500) 829262
Fax UK (0191) 512 1104
Outside UK Tel: 44 (191) 512 1109

ULTRAVOX
SPINNING A WORLD WIDE WEB
Extreme Voice now has an Internet presence (see page 13 for
the full story), and is far from being the only Ultravox and
related site on the Web – the strength of support out there is
just stunning! Come and visit us at:

http://www.ultravox.org.uk
MIDGE URE
SUCCESS FOR BREATHE

Midge Ure : Breathe
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Breathe
Fields of Fire
Fallen Angel
Free
Guns and Arrows
Lay My Body Down
Sinnerman
Live Forever
Trail of Tears
May Your Good Lord
The Maker

4’28”
4’32”
3’53”
4’43”
4’44”
3’58”
3’38”
4’21”
3’38”
4’04”
4’45”

1998 sees Breathe doing very well for itself, having been
given the exposure it richly deserved as the soundtrack to the
Swatch Irony advertisements. This has resulted in chart success
all over Europe, even going straight in at no.1 in Italy and
remaining there for some weeks. The rest of the world looks
set to follow this lead! The Breathe album, meanwhile, is on
the verge of going double platinum (200,000 sales).
Midge recently went to Budapest, where he filmed TWO new
videos for the re-release of the Breathe single. Directed by
Ricard Paoletti of Swatch, it features similar imagery to the
advertisement. The first video is showing now on MTV and
elsewhere, and features a teaser "TO BE CONTINUED" ending.
The second video is due to be shown in the Summer.
CD Catalogue Number : BMG/Arista 74321 34629 2
Cassette Catalogue Number : BMG/Arista 74321 34629 4
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CD Catalogue Number : BMG/Arista 74321 42316 2
Cassette Catalogue Number : BMG/Arista 74321 42316 4

Midge Ure : Breathe : the single
1. Breathe (single edit)
4’07”
3’45”
2. No Regrets (live)
3. Cold, Cold Heart (live)
2’43”
2’34”
4. Trail of Tears (live)
(Tracks 2, 3 and 4 recorded ‘Out Alone’ at the Hazlitt
Theatre, Maidstone, Kent on May 19th, 1993).

Entertainingly enough, both of Midge’s CD singles invariably
come with a BMG Interact card, the purpose of which is to
complete and return it to BMG who, in return for this free
database, will keep you up-to-date on all of Midge’s releases
(who, incidentally, was omitted from all of their mailings until
recently. Perhaps finally they received enough complaints
from all of us to add him in!). Unfortunately, it doesn’t quite
work like that in practice; instead of hearing about Midge
you will be bombarded with junk-mail pertaining to other
artists on their roster, which is fine if you like Robson &
Jerome, but a pain in the backside if you don’t...

The first single to be lifted off of Breathe was an edited
version its title track, coupled on the CD by three live tracks
taken from Midge’s 1993 ‘Out Alone‘ tour.
The cassette single version features Breathe (single edit)
and Cold, Cold Heart (live) on both sides.
Midge Ure : If I Was
CD Catalogue Number : BMG/Arista 74321 37117 2
Cassette Catalogue Number : BMG/Arista 74321 37117 4
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Midge Ure : Guns and Arrows : the single
1.
2.
3.
4.

Guns and Arrows (single edit)
Trail of Tears (demo)
Tor
Man of the World (recorded
‘Out Alone’ at the Hazlitt Theatre,
Maidstone, Kent on May 19th, 1993)

3’37”
3’29”
4’28”

3’12”

Guns and Arrows has been severely edited for its single
version by having more than a minute hacked off its
running time. Despite this, the addition of a new
instrumental Tor, an emotive pre-album demo of Trail of
Tears and a live version of the Peter Green-penned Man
of the World makes this single well worth collecting.
The cassette single version features Guns and Arrows
(single edit) and Trail of Tears (demo) on both sides.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

If I Was
That Certain Smile
When the Winds Blow
Living in the Past
Wastelands
Antilles
The Gift
Answers to Nothing
Remembrance Day
Sister and Brother
Hell to Heaven
Take Me Home
Homeland
Edo

4’45”
4’17”
4’08”
4’35”
4’41”
4’08”
4’59”
3’40”
4’27”
5’55”
4’05”
3’05”
4’41”
3’24”

This has nothing to do with the patchy Ultravox and Midge
Ure compilation album If I Was : The Very Best of Midge
Ure and Ultravox that was foisted upon us a couple of years
ago. Graphically bright but not uninteresting, this time
around it really is just a selection of Midge’s material. All
fourteen tracks are taken from his first two solo outings The
Gift and Answers to Nothing.
As with Dancing with Tears in My Eyes, this isn’t intended
as anything other than an introduction to Midge’s work and
therefore there are no rare B-sides, live tracks or unreleased
material, but at £5.99 we don’t think that too many people
will complain.
Catalogue Number: Disky DC 868792

MIDGE URE

ULTRAVOX

CD RE-RELEASE

CD RE-RELEASES

Midge Ure : The Gift
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Ultravox : Monument the Soundtrack

If I Was
When the Winds Blow
Living in the Past
That Certain Smile
The Gift
Antilles
Wastelands
Edo
The Chieftain
She Cried
The Gift (reprise)
Mood Music
Piano
The Man Who Sold the World
The Gift (instrumental)

5’22”
4’07”
4’35”
4’08”
4’59”
4’08”
4’40”
3’24”
4’45”
4’12”
1’44”
3’30”
2’28”
5’37”
5’11”

This is at least the third time that The Gift has been available
on CD, but this time around there’s a major difference – four
extra tracks! Which means that this new album clocks in at
just over an hour.
You can find out the full story of how the new CD version of
this album, together with Monument – The Soundtrack,
Dancing with Tears in My Eyes and Rage in Eden, were
put together in the ‘EMI GOLD Mine’ article on pages 8
through 12.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Monument
Reap the Wild Wind
Visions in Blue
The Voice
Vienna
Passing Strangers
Mine for Life
Hymn

3’15”
4’10”
4’38”
6’51”
5’23”
5’28”
4’25”
5’40”

The classic Ultravox live (mini) album is back in the racks, this
time with two extra live tracks: Visions in Blue and Passing
Strangers. A lot of people missed out on Monument the
first time around, because although on vinyl it was intended
as a mid-price release, it curiously became full-price when it
made the transition onto compact disc and at £14.00 its six
tracks weren’t seen as being particularly good value for
money. So people (ourselves included) waited for it to become
mid-price, only to find that the record company had decided
that it should be deleted instead... All that remains to be said
is that seven of its eight tracks were recorded at the
Hammersmith Odeon in December 1982 during Ultravox’s
tour for the Quartet album.
Catalogue Number: EMI CDGold 1025

Catalogue Number: EMI CDGold 1045

WARREN CANN
UPDATE
Warren currently has many projects on the go, none of which
we can talk about yet! But suffice to say he’s keeping very
busy, and was recently excited at landing a cameo in a film as
an FBI agent! Pack your bags, Agent Mulder...
Also, we finally have movement on the Helden front –
nothing firm to report right now but things are looking
hopeful once more. Watch this space.

Ultravox : Dancing with Tears in My Eyes
1.
2.
3.
4.

Sleepwalk
Waiting
Passing Strangers
Vienna (single edit)

3’12”
3’51”
3’50”
4’38”
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5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Passionate Reply
The Voice (single edit)
Hymn (single edit)
Monument
We Came to Dance (single edit)
Dancing with Tears (single edit)
Reap the Wild Wind (single edit)
Love’s Great Adventure
White China (recorded live at the
Hammersmith Odeon, June 1984)
14. All Fall Down (single edit)
15. Dreams?
16. All in One Day (single edit)

4’17”
4’23”
4’25”
3’16”
4’08”
4’05”
3’45”
3’07”

Catalogue Number: EMI CDBTS 10
3’45”
5’09”
2’31”
4’17”

The second incarnation of the Dancing with Tears in My
Eyes compilation album came out courtesy of the Dutch
record label Disky, this time with a Collection era photo on
the cover which is much better than the dreadful red and
black Gift era shot that adorned the front of its predecessor.
This time around there aren’t any sleeve notes to mess up, but
despite what it says on the sleeve, Dreams? is still only 2’31”
long and not 4’18”. The disc comes in a clear CD case which
is strangely under-utilised in that there is no picture behind it!
Catalogue Number: Disky DC 864602
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Ultravox : 19 Classic Tracks
17. One Small Day
18. When the Time Comes
19. The Thin Wall (single edit)

line-up released Slow Motion as a single is very sloppy
indeed. But the biggest mistake of all is to say that “before
settling on the name Ultravox! the band called themselves
Dire of London...” (pause for effect)... ‘Dire’ rather than
‘Fire’... too funny to be merely a typographical error, just how
much does the author, Chris White, like Ultravox? One final
question... what’s so ‘classic’ about Dreams?

Stranger Within
Accent on Youth
The Ascent
Your Name
(Has Slipped My Mind Again)
10. I Never Wanted to Begin
(edited version)
11. Paths and Angles
12. I Never Wanted to Begin
(extended version)

7’22”
4’45”
2’20”

3’32”
4’22”
6’15”

Catalogue Number: EMI CDGOLD 1097
Ultravox : Dancing with Tears in My Eyes
We’ve got a lot to thank the original Dancing with Tears in
My Eyes compilation for. After all if the original sleeve hadn’t
upset so many people by only featuring a 1985 solo picture of
Midge on the cover, then we may never have got into the
position of recreating all of Ultravox’s album artwork for EMI
Gold. This was by far the most difficult of all the albums to
date, because not only did we have to create the artwork
from scratch (for both CD and cassette), but we didn’t have
the luxury of being able to tamper with the running order. The
main problem was arriving at an identity for the album that
said Ultravox without using images and designs that we’d
already earmarked for other releases. For the full story, turn to
the ‘EMI GOLD Mine’ article on pages 8 through 12.

4’24”
4’56”
4’26”

1.
2.
3.
4.

The Voice
We Stand Alone
Rage in Eden
I Remember
(Death in the Afternoon)
5. The Thin Wall

6’00”
5’38”
4’13”
4’59”
5’41”

Family additions : Ruby Rose Ure
Congratulations to Midge and Sheridan, who have had a
third daughter recently, Ruby Rose Ure, born on February 2nd
1997 at 6.30pm. The proud parents are shown above with
their second daughter, Kitty Primrose. Photo: Nick Cornish.
Thanks to:
The guys! Midge and Sheridan, John Foxx, Warren and Alison,
Chris and Lynne, Billy and Heidi. Major thanks also to Steve
Woof of EMI Gold, Berenice Hardman and Dave Claxton of
Disaster Area PA, Kate Hanson of CMO, Brian Cooke of
Visualeyes. Thanks for suggestions, snippets and articles to
Paul Hitchcock, David Turner, Paul O’Donnell, Richard
Larcombe, John Barker, Susanne Groll and Michael Lubek.

Ultravox : Lament
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

White China
One Small Day
Dancing with Tears in My Eyes
Lament
Man of Two Worlds
Heart of the Country
When the Time Comes
A Friend I Call Desire

3’53”
4’37”
4’45”
4’44”
4’30”
5’10”
5’01”
5’13”

Another surprise was seeing that Lament is once more
available on CD, this time on import through ‘One Way
Records’. Unlike the original CD, it only contains the eight
album tracks without the three bonus remixes, an interesting
approach to creating a collectable item. The design is
reasonable, emulating the original to an acceptable extent,
though admittedly the grey cover (as opposed to black) was
initially a bit of a shock! The CD is quite nice, an improvement
on the ubiquitous black-on-silver.

Ultravox : Rage in Eden

GENERAL NEWS

4’33”

Rage in Eden is the latest album to get the Extreme Voice
treatment and judging by how many of you have told us that
this was the album you most wanted to see on CD again, it
should prove very popular indeed. The extra tracks in this
instance are the B-sides from both The Thin Wall and The
Voice together with the much requested extended version of
I Never Wanted to Begin.

CD Catalogue Number: EMI CDGold 1078
Cassette Catalogue Number: EMI TCGold 1078

Third time lucky? This time the Dancing with Tears in My
Eyes album has been renamed Ultravox : 19 Classic Tracks
and repackaged especially for a series of ‘exclusive’ releases
available through Boots, the exclusivity being the three extra
tracks which have been tagged on the end: One Small Day,
When the Time Comes and The Thin Wall (single edit). As
we’ve said before, it’s difficult to criticise an album of this sort
when it’s only intended as an introduction to the band rather
than for its already established fan-base. However the
undeniably good value it offers with over seventy-five minutes
of music is marred by the highly inaccurate sleeve notes.
Mistakes like when tracks were originally published are (to a
certain degree) excusable, after all, who reads them? But
crediting Warren with co-writing All Fall Down, Dreams?
and All in One Day is careless, and implying that the Eighties

6.
7.
8.
9.

Be warned that you might have to shop around for this in
order to get a good price, we’ve seen it for sale for anything
between £10.99 and £17.00!
Catalogue Number : One Way Records 72438 19058 21
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Extreme Voice Breathe tour limited edition : EMI GOLD mine

It’s really strange how a casual comment can lead
you in a completely unexpected direction...
e first got involved with Ultravox reissues with
the project which was to become Rare Volume
One. We were asked what we would like to see available
on CD. One of our original suggestions for an Ultravox
‘collection’ was a box set of 17 CDs, each one
representing a separate Ultravox single. Each one in turn
would be a picture CD housed in its own sleeve, based
on the original cover artwork, and featuring all of its
associated B-sides and extra tracks. In short it would
have been similar to the Themes project which Virgin
Records did for Simple Minds. Another advantage in
presenting all the singles in this manner would be that it
wouldn’t have interfered with the albums, most of which
were still available on CD at the time.

W

It was only after we had presented them with our plans
that Chrysalis told us that all their budget would allow
for in this instance was a single CD! So, disheartened by
the lack of enthusiasm for what could have been a
definitive Ultravox collection, we simply said “Start at
Waiting and stop when you run out of space!”.
Nevertheless, the ‘box set’ idea seemed to find a home
with EMI / Chrysalis America where it was being seriously
considered, albeit as a strictly limited edition of
approximately 1,000 copies; what is known as a ‘vanity
project’ – something which wouldn’t make any money,
but which would be a good thing to do. It is still on
hold as a possibility, which we chase up every now and
again, but we’re not holding our breath.
It was because of the dreadful sleeve that accompanied
the first of the Dancing with Tears in My Eyes
compilations that prompted us to speak with EMI
(specifically Music for Pleasure) to point out that a solo
pic of Midge should never have been used on the cover
of an Ultravox album... “Oh, I suppose you could do
better” came the response. “Well, yes we could
actually!”...
Three months later we got a phonecall out of the blue
from Steve Woof from the newly formed EMI Gold
(Music for Pleasure with a facelift), asking for our
thoughts on reissuing Monument – The Soundtrack.
We said that we felt sure that the fans were still

After we’d stopped laughing, we told Steve how we (as
fans) would like to see this material handled. Not only
did Steve listen to our thoughts, but he took the
exceptionally brave step of actually allowing us to get
involved at every level, from track selection, through to
producing the finished artwork and film. We think that
Steve only saw the extent of what he had done when he
was holding the finished version of Monument in his
hands, and we pointed out what a unique step he had
taken, considering our lack of experience in this area, it
could have all gone terribly wrong!
We were very keen to utilise as much of the available
space on a compact disc as possible with the inclusion of
extra material. Steve agreed that this could be done as
long as we didn’t exceed the maximum playing time of
76 minutes, and that any extra material would have to
have already been mixed; the limited budget couldn’t
run to the expense of remixing new material. The EMI
Gold releases retail at £6.99, a snip when compared to
chart albums which regularly exceed the £15.00 mark.
So how should the CDs be presented? We would have
the task of recreating the artwork from scratch, since all
of the original artwork had been destroyed in a storage
space clear-out some three years before. One of the
things which attracted us to Ultravox in the first place
was the way that their material was packaged, so we
wanted to continue this tradition. We told Steve what
we would like to see, he told us what the budget
allowed, and then more often than not we would arrive
at a compromise. Originally we wanted picture CDs, but
we were told that we could only have two colours. Still,
that was going to be a lot better than the generic black
writing on silver disc which is still prevalent these days.
Clear CD cases were still the exception to the rule, so we
asked if we could have them for these releases, to
distinguish them from the originals – we would worry
about what to put behind the disc later. Initially we were
told that, “clear cases are reserved for compilation
albums and straight reissues would be put in standard
black cases”. “But...”, we said, “all of these CDs are

Initially Steve wanted the CD sleeves to feature “Includes
previously unavailable material” or “for the first time on
CD” but we were adamant that this would ruin the
covers and cheapen the overall ‘feel’ that we would be
trying to create. We said that the fact that the CDs had
been out of print for such a long time, coupled with a
clear spine and the attractive price tag, would be enough
to make them stand out in the racks.
So, first up was Monument. We wondered if there was
any more live material in the vaults at Abbey Road where
all of Ultravox’s material is now stored. We were given a
full breakdown of the relevant sections of this archive (a
whopping 100-page list) and at first glance it appeared
that we might be in luck because there seemed to be a
tape of the whole Hammersmith Odeon show. But
unfortunately, this turned out to be just a mixing desk
tape and therefore the quality would not be good
enough for release. The next tape looked more hopeful
because although it wasn’t the entire show, it did
actually list the specific tracks, it looked as though we
may be able to include Visions in Blue, All Stood Still,
Passing Strangers and The Song (We Go), but
disaster struck once more when we found that the tape

While all this was going on, Steve asked us if we’d like
to get involved with the reissue of The Gift. This time
extra material would be easier to source, so we
suggested six tracks: No Regrets, Mood Music, Piano,
The Man Who Sold the World, The Gift
(instrumental) and Call of the Wild. Unbeknownst to
us, however, Chrysalis were planning (yet another) fullprice compilation of Ultravox and Midge Ure material
before their back-catalogue publishing rights reverted to
EMI in April 1997, so we were refused permission to use
No Regrets and Call of the Wild, as both had already
been earmarked for it. Unfortunately plans for this
compilation were scrapped, but by then The Gift was in
the racks, a victim of bad timing...
At this point a question was raised that we didn’t have
to consider with Monument; should we include live
material? The only way to decide this was to work out
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Photos courtesy of Chris Cross and Midge Ure
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interested in the album and that it should therefore do
very well. Steve then told us that they planned to
combine Monument with all of Ultravox’s live material
(from 1980’s Face to Face to 1986’s The Prize) and retitle it Ultravox Live...

had been mis-labelled and all it included was side two of
Monument – Grrrrr. One last try, this time we came up
trumps with acceptable mixes of both Visions in Blue
and Passing Strangers. All that remained was for the
boffins at Abbey Road to beef up the sound on these
two to match the quality of the existing tracks, and splice
them into the correct places within the running order.
The enormity of the responsibility for these projects
finally hit us on the day the final verification tape for
Monument arrived and we heard, for the first time,
how this album would sound with the inclusion of two
extra tracks. We sat in silence...
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going to have extra material and therefore they aren’t
straight releases!”. Steve relented, and in fact was so
pleased with how Monument and The Gift turned out
that our “photograph behind a clear case with a lyric line
running up the spine” has been adopted as an EMI Gold
standard...

Incidentally, Lament also threw up another problem;
what to do with all of Ultravox’s extended versions? At
the time of writing we’ve just been given the go-ahead
to start work on a CD’s worth of this material,
provisionally entitled Extended Ultravox. This album,
which is scheduled for release at the end of this year,
should include remixed versions of All Stood Still, Reap
the Wild Wind, We Came to Dance, Serenade, One
Small Day, Dancing with Tears in My Eyes, Heart of
the Country, Love’s Great Adventure, Same Old
Story and All Fall Down.
It was about this time that we went through all the
photos at our disposal, many of them courtesy of Midge
and Chris, to ensure that we wouldn’t use any of them
twice (incidentally, all of Warren’s pics are currently in
storage and apparently Billy never took a great deal of
photos). Photographs featuring all of the guys were
invariably taken as part of specific photo sessions and
therefore a royalty fee would have to be paid for their
reproduction to the photographer. Therefore we have to
keep these photos to a minimum to stay within the very
tight budget.
A lot of people have asked us in the past if Ultravox’s
lyrics have ever been available, so we thought that it
would be a good idea if we could include them. The
budget dictated that the four inside pages would have to
be in black-and-white and therefore were the best place
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The picture to place behind the CD was the next thing to
cause us problems. Although we had fought to get clear
cases, it looked as though we might have shot ourselves
in the proverbial foot if we couldn’t come up with a
powerful image. We really didn’t want a band pic behind
the centre ‘spider’ clip because no matter how hard you
try, someone is always going to be obscured by it. So
instead we decided that a pic that that was associated
with the release would be better. We also liked the fact
that the main part of the image is going to be obscured
so that it’s only when the disc is removed that you see
what is hidden.
The Gift was reasonably easy in that Midge had taken
some shots of the Charles Rennie Mackintosh chair that
was featured in the video for No Regrets, a powerful
image indeed and even without this track being included
on the album it’s still appropriate to this release. But
Monument wasn’t going to be so straightforward.
Initially we wanted to use a shot of the stage set, but the
only one we could find had an unidentified man walking
in front of Warren's drum kit and in this position it would
be impossible to make him disappear with a little Adobe
Photoshop magic! It was only when we went through
photos kindly lent us by Chris and Midge that we came
across a series of shots of the huge Monument which
was used in the Reap the Wild Wind video.
Unfortunately water had damaged the slide, removing a

both different to the original, and that the ‘paper tag’ is
now purple instead of dark blue?
We also wanted to use photos that had never been seen
before rather that churn out the same studio images.
Therefore the pic we used of Billy on the inside of the
Monument CD may be similar to the one which was
used on the inside of the Set Movements tour
programme, yet it’s a completely different shot.

large section of emulsion, so we thought that we would
be unable to use it. But after over four hours of work in
Adobe Photoshop the pic was as just like new. Even in
the video the Monument never looked this good!
Throughout the video you can see the guys building it
and it’s only at the end do you see it completed. Then it’s
brightly back-lit and all the band are shaking hands with
each other in front of it. But the picture we used was
taken at dusk whilst all the crew were putting their final
touches to it. The fact that this shot shows some of the
crew still at work adds a bit of interest and makes the
connection between the road crew who had to assemble
and disassemble the Monument stage set every night
whilst the band were out on tour; the otherwise hidden
contribution to Ultravox’s live performance.
The clear box also presented us with an area in which to
put a line of text down the left-hand side of the case,
some CDs leave this this blank, whereas others just
repeat the title of the album. We wanted to do
something different, so it was decided to utilise a line
from the from the album’s title track. So for The Gift we
decided on “I feel in my heart the gift that you gave”
and with Rage in Eden it had to be “Rage in Eden
jigsaw sequence”. But what should we use for
Monument? Eventually we settled on a line from one of
the most memorable songs from that tour, The Voice
(“The shape and the power of the voice”) as we felt that
this successfully conveyed the size and power of a live
performance.
As far as the actual artwork for Monument and The
Gift (and all subsequent albums) was concerned, we
were keen to follow the original designs wherever
possible, whilst correcting any ‘mistakes’ along the way.
By mistakes we mean that any photos we used should be
in-keeping with the era to which the album was
recorded (check out the original CD of Rage in Eden,
which was recorded in 1981, and see the photo on the
inside of the insert which was taken in 1984!)
Incidentally, did anyone notice that the two pictures of
Midge on the inside of the new version of The Gift are

As far as possible we wanted the discs themselves to
resemble picture discs. So with Monument you have a
black CD with the outline of the Monument picked out
in dark green in much the same way as it was on the
back of the original album’s sleeve. The Gift resembles
the reverse of the picture disc for That Certain Smile,
and Rage in Eden resembles the original album’s label.
We were allowed to do pretty much what we wanted
with them, although we still had to include all the
copyright and publishing details, and of course proofs
were sent out to the guys and to EMI for approval before
progressing to film stage.
Dancing with Tears in My Eyes was the third album
we tackled and this time we had to produce artwork for
the cassette version as well. The main problem here was
creating something that immediately said Ultravox
without using images and designs that we’d already
tagged for future releases. For this it was decided that
we should make a reference to previous album sleeves by
using an element from each of them. Right from the very
beginning we were keen to use a still from the video for
Dancing with Tears in My Eyes as the picture behind
the CD. Originally, this was going to be one of only two
references to the song which gave its title to the album,
the other being the lyric line “Weeping for the memory
of a life gone by”. For the inside of the booklet we
wanted to use a set of photos that were taken back in
1982 by Michael Putland, some of which are featured on
this issue’s back cover by kind permission. Disaster struck
– the budget couldn’t stretch to this, so at the last
minute we had to come up with an alternative selection
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potential track listings and timings for all of the
remaining Ultravox (and related) albums. This way we
could also ensure that no ‘extra’ tracks would be
repeated and that all of the outstanding non-CD tracks
would be accounted for. Lament was the clincher, in
that after all four of the studio B-sides had been included
(Easterly, Building, Heart of the Country
(instrumental), Man of Two Worlds (instrumental),
together with a couple of the extended remixes), there
would be no space for any live material and besides,
mixing studio material with live tracks very rarely works.
So it was decided: NO LIVE MATERIAL.

to put the lyrics. So, with the exception of compilations
and live albums, all future re-releases will include them.
There was no point in there being lyrics for the
Monument album so instead we decided to utilise some
unseen pics of the band instead. We had to ensure that
all the pics were from the correct period of time,
preferably taken ‘on the road’, and what we came up
with in the end were five previously-unseen shots of
Ultravox. A particular favourite of ours is the photo on
the centre spread of the Monument album, we loved it
so much that we asked the photographer, Brian Cooke
of Visualeyes, if we could use it for the homepage on our
website. Thankfully he agreed.

11
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There are already plans for Quartet, Lament,
U-Vox, Answers to Nothing and even The Bloodied
Sword to be re-released (all coupled with an appropriate
selection of extra tracks) over the next couple of years.
Vienna is a little different in that it has not yet been
deleted since it still sells quite well, but as and when it is,
we should be able to repackage it.
The new back for the Rage in Eden CD, minus the
legally problematic face but emulating the overall feel of
the original

of photos. The most relevant were associated with the
Dancing with Tears in My Eyes single, taken on the
video shoot by Chris and Midge.
This was also the only album for which we wrote any
sleeve notes, a brain-taxing and delicate job to say the
least! The wording had to not only please all of the band
but ourselves as well, and several changes were made as
the artwork progressed. The colour of the strip and CD
were also originally closer to the classic Rage in Eden
burgundy; Warren requested that it be changed “to a
lighter and less depressing colour!”.
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Rage in Eden was to present us with a problem of a
different sort, in that the original sleeve design had run
into legal difficulties at the time which resulted in the
cover artwork having to be altered for all subsequent
issues. It transpires that the images on the front and back
of the sleeve (the two facial profiles) were the cause of
the problems and as such couldn’t be used. This meant
that a design which was similar to the Japanese New
Europeans compilation album was used when the CD
was originally released back in 1985, basically a rehashed
reproduction of The Voice single sleeve. Now while this
artwork was very good, it seemed to lack the impact
needed for the album. Fortunately the ‘three horses’
logo would be OK for us to use, so we came up with a
cover that was similar in design to the poster that came
with the initial run of the vinyl album. The picture for
behind the CD was probably the easiest for us to decide
on, being a still from the video shoot for The Voice. As
we’ve said before, extra tracks are something we are very
keen to include wherever possible, but because only two
singles were taken from Rage in Eden, and we had
already ruled out the inclusion of any live material (which

We suffered a big disappointment recently when we
received the verification tape for what we thought were
going to be eleven tracks from a Set Movements 1984
live show, specially mixed for a French radio programme.
We had fabulous photos, we even had the design all
mapped out. But when the tape arrived, it turned out to
include FIVE tracks from 1984, intercut with six
Monument tracks... Not being ones to be daunted, we’re
still trying to figure out how and where we can use them!
Still, there are potentially two albums’-worth of Midge’s
material that has yet to make its way onto compact disc
(extended mixes and live tracks), and although it would
be unwise of us to promise anything specific, there could
also be some unreleased material from Ultravox. The
vaults at Abbey Road claim to have live material from
1980, 1981, 1984 and 1986 that has yet to see the light
of day, together with enough odds and ends to make up
volume three of the Rare series. But we must stress that
before any ‘unreleased’ material can even be considered
it’s first got to be approved by Ultravox... as ever, watch
this space.

The new back for the Monument CD

In this very special edition of Extreme Voice we take a look at picture discs. A highly successful marketing ploy
on the part of the record companies, picture discs – every fan’s dream collector’s item – were phased out
alongside still-cherished vinyl records (CDs, despite their superior sound quality, just don’t instill the same amount
of pride!). None of the featured discs are particularly difficult to find, the rarest being Ultravox’s first picture disc,
Hymn, which should set you back approximately £8.00, and the Lament album which should cost in the region
of £15.00. All the other singles should be around £5.00 each and the Quartet album should set you back about
£10.00 (£12.00 with the special plastic sleeve). Happy hunting!

John Foxx – Burning Car
Burning Car
b/w 20th Century
Cat No: Virgin/Metal Beat VS 360
(Left: Side A. Right: Side B)
This was the first Ultravox related
picture disc. A unique photo of
John was used on the A-side, whilst
the B-side featured a picture of a
burning car which also appeared
on the reverse of the single’s
picture sleeve!

John Foxx – Endlessly
Endlessly (original single
version) b/w Young Man
Cat No: Virgin/Metal Beat VSY 513
(Left: Side A. Right: Side B)
The second picture disc from John
was for the first single to be taken
from his 1983 album The Golden
Section. The A-side features a
unique photo of John, whilst the
flip repeats the front of the
original single’s picture sleeve.

Ultravox – Hymn
Hymn (single edit)
b/w Monument
Cat No: Chrysalis CHSP 2657
(Left: Side A. Right: Side B)
The artwork for all three single
picture discs taken from Ultravox’s
Quartet album mirror the standard
single’s picture sleeve, with the
track details and publishing blurb
consigned to the B-side.
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in this case meant the Crystal Palace versions of All
Stood Still and Private Lives), we were a little limited.
In the end it was decided to include BOTH versions of I
Never Wanted to Begin as well as Paths and Angles
which means that this new version of Rage in Eden is
going to be almost 60 minutes long.
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Ultravox – Love’s Great
Adventure
Love’s Great Adventure b/w
White China (recorded live at
the Hammersmith Odeon,
June 1984)
Cat No: Chrysalis UVP 3
(Left: Side A. Right: Side B)

It’s surprising that Reap the Wild
Wind wasn’t the first Ultravox
single to receive a picture disc
version when so much effort was
attached to the marketing of the
Quartet album. But still, these
three singles are very nice items to
collect.

All on its lonesome as a nonalbum single, the Love’s Great
Adventure’s
single
sleeve
artwork translates very well to the
picture disc format.

Ultravox – We Came to Dance
We Came to Dance (single edit)
b/w Overlook
Cat No: Chrysalis VOXP 1
(Left: Side A. Right: Side B)

Ultravox – Same Old Story
Same Old Story (single edit)
b/w “3”
Cat No: Chrysalis UVP 4
(Left: Side A. Right: Side B)

Perhaps the most successful of
the single picture discs in design
terms – the image translates well
from the single cover to the vinyl
itself. One of our favourites.

Following in the bright, brash style
of the U-VOX album. Its ‘venetian
blinds’ style background misses
the mark without a special plastic
sleeve to view it through. It’s also
the only Ultravox picture disc to
feature a pic of the guys.

Ultravox – Quartet album
Cat No: Chrysalis P CDL 1394
(Left: Side A. Right: Side B)

Midge Ure – That Certain Smile
That Certain Smile
b/w The Gift (instrumental)
Cat No: Chrysalis URE P2
(Left: Side A. Right: Side B)
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This is by far the most beautiful of
all the featured picture discs. It
resembles a green marble slab
with the writing in metallic gold,
and monument icon in gold and
black. It comes in a clear plastic
sleeve which has the words
‘Ultravox’ and ‘Quartet’ picked
out in white.

Ultravox – Lament album
Cat No: Chrysalis P CDL 1459
(Left: Side A. Right: Side B)
Effectively just a square picture of
the Callanish Standing Stones
(which was used on the cover of
the standard album), mounted
within clear vinyl. After the
flurry of picture discs which
accompanied the Quartet album,
it’s surprising to find that this is the
only one from this period.

A unique picture of Midge on the
A-side and a plain colour with
purple tag on the flip which
emulates The Gift album’s stickerseal. A limited quantity of these
discs were sold autographed in
silver marker.

John Foxx – Like a Miracle
Like a Miracle
b/w Wings and a Wind
Cat No: Virgin/Metal Beat VSS 645
(Left: Side A. Right: Side B)
This is the most unusual of all the
featured picture disc designs, in
that it is shaped with the picture
of John’s profile on each side! A
really nice item to collect.
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Ultravox – Visions in Blue
Visions in Blue (single edit)
b/w Break Your Back
Cat No: Chrysalis CHSP 2676
(Left: Side A. Right: Side B)
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he album featured words written and spoken by Maxwell Langdown over a largely electronic backdrop which was
composed and performed by Midge and Chris. The only other musician present was Kenny Hyslop, who provided percussion
for a couple of the tracks.

The Sword’s Theme
Sword Speaks

One with Man

Gun

Damnation

Propaganda Machine

Threats

Seer

Propaganda

The Haunting

The Jester’s Theme

Warnings
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n our first ‘request spot’ article (thanks to David Turner for the suggestion) we take a brief look at The Bloodied Sword, one
of the most elusive Ultravox-related albums ever released.

I
T

The Pageant

Confrontation

Soliloquy

Mercy

The Sword’s Theme
(Part II)

Alliance
Oceana’s Theme
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I

nformation regarding this album is unfortunately a bit thin

a play of it and get it put on in the theatre first. That’s what

on the ground. However, in an interview which appeared

we’d like to do anyway.

Photos by Chris Cross, Maxwell Langdown and Midge Ure. Reproduced courtesy of Midge Ure.

in the first issue of the Ultravox Information Service (UIS), Pete
Gilbert and Frank Drake asked Chris Cross about his
involvement with The Bloodied Sword...

UIS:

Do you think it will appeal to Ultravox fans?

CC:

I don’t think it’s going to appeal to anyone (laughs).

With Midge and Billy involved in Visage and Warren in

No, I think the people who like Ultravox will probably find it

Helden, you seem to be the only member of Ultravox who isn’t

interesting, it’s not a commercial project as such but it could

involved in an outside musical project?

become immensely popular, but it won’t be on Top of the

CC:

Pops. It could easily be on Arena or something like that

UIS:

Well, me and Midge have done that Bloodied Sword

thing, that is completed in fact...

though, on BBC2.

UIS:

What is The Bloodied Sword exactly?

CC:

It’s incredibly difficult to describe, the nearest thing

T

you can compare it to, is ‘Modern Shakespeare’ with
electronic backing.
UIS:
CC:

Is it verbal?
Yes it’s spoken and the speaker is a bloke called Max

he album was recorded at three London Studios:
Rockstar (1979-1980), Trident (1980-1981) and finally

Mayfair (1981-1983) where it was mixed by John Hudson.

T

he Bloodied Sword received a limited release back in
1983 but only on vinyl and cassette, and as yet hasn’t

made the transition onto compact disc. However, as we

Langdown, he does all the narration and there must be a

mentioned in the Gold Mine article (pages 8 through 12)

dozen parts. There’s like midget clowns in it, there’s a juggler,

we’re hoping that EMI Gold will consider making it available

a fire-eater, a sword that speaks, a gun... we’ll probably make

once again. As ever, watch this space...
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T

he following interview originally featured in Extreme Voice 15,
which has subsequently sold out. Due to popular demand, we are

reproducing it in this special Breathe tour issue in its entirety. We found
Midge in a relaxed and humourous mood, having survived a photo
session with EV earlier that afternoon. This being the middle of his
Performance tour, we quizzed him about his latest album and single.

I was very open to people just
coming along and throwing their
ideas in and seeing what came out,
but it took a while to kind-of settle
into that, before it got to the level
where I felt confident enough for
people to come in, where I still felt
I was in control of it.
EV:
It’s a tremendous change
from the demos we heard twelve
months ago to the finished article...
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EV:
Tell us a little about your new
album Breathe.

“You can’t
give someone a
thumbnail sketch
and hope that
they will see
the big picture”

MU: It’s a little different I suppose,
but you know that already. It’s kind of
organic in its instrumentation, it’s
very acousticy, but still with a lot of
power, and it’s the first time I’ve
actually collaborated with other
people with the creative elements of
it for a long, long time. I’ve worked
with different writers and different
musicians and it’s been produced by a
different producer and not me this
time.
EV:
So who actually guested on
this one?
MU: Well quite a few people, I
mean Jerry Meehan’s on it, I got him
to come out to Los Angeles and do

some bass because we were having
problems with who to use as the bass
player, so I got Jerry in. I used a guy
called Dave Palmer, who used to play
with ABC, but now he plays with Rod
Stewart, on drums on most of the
tracks. We had two drummers but I
can’t remember the other drummer’s
name, he’s a Philadelphia groove
merchant, and he wasn’t quite the
right thing, so he ended up on only a
couple of tracks.
EV:
Didn’t Dave Palmer also play
with The The?
MU: The The?, yes he did play with
them as well I think, that’s his
background. He came into the studio
for a day and did eight tracks, he was
brilliant, so inventive, very creative.
There’s one song co-written with a

MU: Well the demos are exactly
just that, I knew that the record
company didn’t want me to
produce it and do it in my own
studio. Instead they wanted me to
write it with other people, so when
I was writing the songs I didn’t
spend any time demoing them. I
mean I spent time writing them,
but when it came to putting the
ideas down I just kind of just threw
the ideas out and didn’t care what
kind of sound it was.
Normally when I’m putting ideas
down, that’s going to become the
master, so I think about it and I
spend a long time working
on the arrangements
and the preparation
and stuff. But this
time I just threw
them down and of
course when you play
them to the record
company they can’t
hear the songs,

because you haven’t given them
the big, finished, polished, final
product and then they can hear it.
I mean the classic example is when
I played Guns and Arrows to the
head of the record company in
New York, when I played some
stuff at my place about three years
ago, Guns and Arrows was totally
different, it had this Thin Lizzy
double guitar bit in the middle,
kind-of-ish, and he couldn’t hear it,
and he said “No, I don’t get it, go
and write something else!”. Then
later I played him the finished
version which is exactly what I
planned on doing, having someone
else’s influences, listen to what
other people are going to do, get
the mandolins on there, work and
play about with it, and he
orgasmed, he loved it and now it’s
his favourite track on the album.
Originally he was all set for
dismissing it, and saying that it
wasn’t going to go on the record.
So it changed a lot, it manifested a
lot over a three-year period.
You can’t give
someone
a
thumbnail
sketch
and
hope that they
will see the big
picture, you’ve
got
the

picture or at least the majority of it
in your head and they don’t see
that. It’s that whole idea of waking
up in the middle of the night with
a great tune in your head and you
grab the tape recorder and sing it,
‘cos you can hear the drums and
the strings and the guitars in your
head, but when you listen to it the
next morning, you’ve forgotten the
drums and it sounds terrible!
EV:
It’s amazing to hear you say
that the record company are telling
you that you should write with
other people and you shouldn’t
produce it in your own studio.
We’re amazed that they are telling
you what you should do!
MU: Well they’re not telling,
they’re suggesting. In fact what
they were doing was sticking a very
large stick into a hornet’s nest,
because I’m very protective of what
I do and I don’t like people
dabbling with it. But they had a
point to a certain extent, you do
get set in your ways and you
do get bogged down and
you do pfaff around a lot in
your own studio.
So what they were doing
was sparking me up a
bit, and they did it very
well ‘cos I was furious
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guy called Larry Kline who played
bass on the aforesaid song and
something else, and he used to be
married to Joni Mitchell. He’s a great
writer and a great musician and he
doesn’t write with people very
often, and he came over to play
some bass and he enjoyed himself.
We ended up writing the song Free
together, and it was very good.
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“I hated the
whole situation,
I was completely

MU: It’s made a record that you
guys are sparked up about, and the
people in the record company who
have heard it are very excited about it.
So I’ve definitely come up with
something that I don’t think I would
have come up with, had I had done it
by myself.

He’s a very stroppy, obnoxious, hardnosed American. He didn’t give a shit
about who I was or what I had done in
the past, he was really tough. We’re
now really good pals, we worked
through all of that, but I was all set for
hitting this guy and walking out, ‘cos
he’d send me home like a schoolboy
and say “Go and write another couple
of lines, that’s wrong, I don’t like that
chorus, go and write a different chorus
and bring it back tomorrow!”.

If I had done it myself, I’m not saying
that it would have been better or
worse, but it would have been
different from what I’ve got now, and
what I’ve got is different from what
I’ve done before, so from that respect
I’m quite happy.

I was ready to kill this guy, but it was all
part of a master plan because I went
away and wrote, and I came back with
better things, whereas working by
myself, no-one tells me, no-one’s
pushing me hard enough to do it. I
would write something and think “That’s
good, I like that”, but he would say
“Yeah, that’s OK but go and do
something better”, so I’d come back
with Fallen Angel or something and
then he would say “Ah-ha, now we’re
talking!”. So by the end of the initial two
weeks of working with this guy, I was set
up, I wasn’t really dreading coming back
to start recording the album.
So it was all masterminded to mix me
up a bit and spark me up and to see
what creative juices were in there, that
were maybe lying a bit stagnant.

EV:
When the record company
release it will it be available on vinyl as
well as compact disc and cassette?
MU: I’ve got no idea, the last one
came out on vinyl didn’t it? Well
things have probably changed a lot
since my last record came out, but I’m
sure that I can push for an ‘all-formats’
release because not everyone’s got a
CD player. It’s also a strong image at
that size, and a way to show what
your new purchase is. I don’t see why
we shouldn’t, ‘cos in America it’s
actually coming out through the
classical division of the record
company believe it or not (sharp
intake of breath) yeah, try and figure
that one out. It’s because they heard it
and fell in love with it, and they’ve
been hounding us to make a
commitment to them for the last six
months, they’re desperate to have it.

working with

MU: Absolutely, and you fight and
you argue. We argued all the way
through the record, all the way though
about little, niggly points, but more
often than not I won!

They’ve got The Chieftains, and they
are the people who made The
Chieftains what they are in America.
The Chieftains sold like a million-anda-half copies of their last album in
America and that’s through the
classical division, and I’d much rather
have someone who’s very keen in the
classical division put it out rather than
someone who’s completely apathetic
on the RCA label. I’ll go for the
enthusiasm every time.

someone else”

EV:
But do you feel that this process
has resulted in a better record?

EV:
The album seems to be a
development in writing style, did you

furious, and then
I succumbed to
this idea of

EV:
So it was kind of like a band
situation, in that you push each other,
spark ideas off each other.

write everything on acoustic guitar
this time?
MU: I did a lot of it on guitar, I still
dabbled and still used the
electronics and whatever, and I still
wrote a lot on keyboards simply
because it was just too much of a
change to just walk away from it.
Kate Bush told me that on her last
album she was going to write the
way she used to write, just sitting at
the piano with no tape recorder and
just try and remember it, because
every time you play it again it’s
slightly different. So I kind of did
that, but I still dabbled with the
electronics as well because the
electronics helped create the
atmosphere. I’m not a piano player,
and if you’re not in a band and you
haven’t got guys sitting there filling
in and making it sound good and
creating the feel and the
atmosphere, it’s very difficult, you’ve
got to use a little bit of electronics.
So I did that to enhance what I
was doing, but most of it was
on acoustic guitar.
EV:
Do you feel that
your
writing
and
recording technique
has changed over
the course of the
last
four
albums?

MU: Errrrrr not that much, this
one’s different simply because of
what we’ve just talked about, the
whole nature of how the album
was done. But it’s still really down
to one guy in a studio sitting there
twiddling knobs and switching on
machines, it’s just thought and
being there
a n d

throwing together ideas that
hopefully work. But maybe that’s
been proved wrong by this new
album, maybe I shouldn’t be doing
that, maybe I need a side-kick, I
need a “Chris Cross”. I need
someone there to have a laugh with
and to throw things around or a
school teacher to say “Sorry Ure,
not good enough, go back
and do it again, boy. Two
hundred lines, go and
write that song out
two hundred times,
but different each
time,
hopefully
better”!
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with them. I hated the whole situation,
I was completely furious and then I
kind of succumbed to this idea of
working with someone else, and when
I did start working with this guy I hated
it, I completely hated it and I really had
to grit my teeth to stick with this guy
for two weeks.
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MU: It shouldn’t have. It’s taken
even longer than Pure because of
the record company intervention
really. I just wanted to go off and
do it on my own and get it finished
and if I had done it on my own it
would’ve been out two years ago.
It would have been a very different
album and half the songs wouldn’t
have been there, you’d have had a
different batch of songs. I’ve never
been in a position before where I
have a batch of songs that you
guys have heard bits of, and stuff
that nobody’s ever heard, and
probably nobody ever will hear.
Normally you write an album and
that’s it, there’s nothing spare, if I
pop my clogs tomorrow there
would be nothing left in the tape
library to rifle through and find that
hadn’t already been heard,
because that’s the way Ultravox
always worked and that’s the way
that I’ve always continued to work.
But now all of a sudden I’ve got all
these demos everywhere, so there’s
an album’s worth of stuff lying
about because I’ve spent so long
writing all of these songs.
But it was because they kept saying
that I needed a side-kick or
somebody that I could throw ideas
around with. The names they
threw at me for this producer /
side-kick guy I wasn’t excited by,
until I found the guy that I
eventually found.
EV:
How far do the moods of
the songs you write these days
mirror events in your own life? It
seems to be a very honest,
personal album.
MU: Well the last couple have
been like that. I think that this
one’s a little less angst-ridden, I
think it’s a little easier to take, a
little more palatable maybe, less
kind of vicious and nasty. Then

again there’s always that lying
underneath everything isn’t there
(laughs), there’s always that little
twist in there somewhere. I think
that’s what you do, my songwriting
has completely changed in the last
six or seven years since leaving
Ultravox. I can see a steady move
from All Fall Down which I did on
my own within Ultravox, right
through to what I’m doing now,
but there’s a connection, there’s a
defined connection all the way
through those songs. All those
songs I can sit down and play on an
acoustic guitar, I can sing to you, I
wouldn’t remember all the words,
but I could do it and it makes
sense.
Whereas almost everything up to
that point needed Ultravox,
needed a band, needed some kind
of coherent unit to be able to play
it, because a lot of what we wrote
depended on the musical elements
much more than the lyrical
elements. It depended on the
production techniques and the
noise that we used to make live,
we used to make this magnificent,
loud, fantastic noise and I’ve
n
o
t
i
c
e
d
this marked difference in my
songwriting, it’s like starting all
over again.
It’s like realising that you have to
write something that’s coherent,
that has to have a start, a middle
and a finish, and hopefully it
touches somebody. Somebody can
listen to that song and think, “He
knows what I’m going through”. I
got a letter yesterday from a woman
who’s completely distraught, all
these horrible things have happened
to her in the last three or four years,
her father’s got Parkinson’s disease
and she’s been in for operations,
and her friend died of cancer, but
she ended up by saying, “... but I’m
coming to see you again tonight
because as you say, ‘there’s hope in
the morning light’”, and you think
that it’s nice that someone’s written

all that stuff, but you also think that
that means something to her, she’s
grabbed onto that song and said,
“That’s my life, that’s what I need”,
and that’s what she’s got. I can’t
remember that ever happening
before.
I used to hear people say, “We
used bonk our brains out to
Vienna, that bit where it speeds
up in the middle and all that”,
that’s funny. Or “Our baby was
conceived to that”, but nobody’s
said, “Hey that’s my life you’re
writing about, that’s something
tangible and real and I can take
that record and you’ve written that
about me and you understand”,
and it’s amazing that people feel so
strongly about it.
EV:
Actually at EV we get a lot
of people telling us about that;
music’s a very powerful medium.
MU: Yes it is, so that’s what the
songwriting has done since then. I
think about interesting angles and
interesting ways of approaching
the same old subjects, there’s only
so many subjects you can sing
about... It’s all about emotions, but
just thinking about interesting
ways of coming at that emotion
and capturing it so that people
understand what you’re actually
singing about, but kind of hiding
how you’re doing it. It’s conjuring,
it’s musical conjuring.
EV:
Why has there been such a
delay in the release of the album?
MU: I finished it in February
[1995] and did a final edit in May,
that was reassembling it and
sorting that out, but it’s been
finished for ages. The track listing’s
going to get changed again
anyway. It’s different now and it’s
going to get changed again. It’s
record company intervention and
I’m not convinced that it’s right
either, but... It’s just been incredibly
unfortunate that RCA in America,
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EV:
So why has this album
taken even longer than Pure?
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and her friend were
sat chatting and
giggling away, and
then Sarah laughed
and it was Phil
laughing behind me,
I could hear it, it
was unbelievable”

I know it’s fairly random but at the
end of the tour, at the end of
something like this over six months or
so, you’ll have a good idea of what
people really want to hear.

So I was getting very frustrated a
couple of months later, so Chris
[Morrison] my manager, and I jumped
on a plane and went to New York and
had a meeting with the head guys we
signed to at BMG. During that
meeting we had a phone call to say
that the head of Arista in Britain had
gone. So I’m just sitting there in this
ridiculous situation with an album that
they’re all desperate to put out, and
no vehicle to put it through. So it’s
been a very weird six months, sitting
on top of new material that I know is
good, which has been confirmed by
people I trust that it’s good, and I can’t
do anything about it.

MU: I put an advert in a music shop
in Bath, just asking for a couple of
multi-instrumentalists, organic multiinstrumentalists. But I only wanted
one initially, it was only going to be
myself and one guy with a mandolin,
who could also play accordion or a
variety of instruments. Jake phoned up
and harassed me, and said that he had
this mate [J.C.] who works on the Isle
of Wight, but he [Jake] lives in Bath.

So the only chance that people get of
hearing any of it is on these dates,
when I do the four or five new songs
that I do.
EV:
It must be very strange
performing songs that seem so old to
you now, when they are so new to
everyone else?
MU: But I get very good feedback,
and at the moment it’s the only
feedback I can get. People write or
come up at the end of the night and
say, “Oh I love Guns ‘n’ Arrows”, or
whatever. So this all goes towards
making single release decisions,
what’s going down well, what works,
what happens, what gets the best
applause.

EV:
At the moment you’re in the
middle of a low-key but extensive
tour of the UK...
MU:

Extendingly extensive!

EV:
How did you meet Jake and
J.C., the guys who play onstage with
you?

So they came along one day and after
just sitting for an hour, just sitting and
playing through some of the songs
and singing along whatever, I realised
that it was ‘all or nothing’, I had to
have both or none at all because the
accordion just filled in so much, and it
gave it much more flavour and taste. I
sent them away with a tape each of
twenty-odd songs and we got
together again about two or three
weeks later and they had learned
them all on a variety of different
instruments. So we got together for a
few afternoons of rehearsals in my
garden in the sunshine, and that was
it, off we went.
EV:
You’re recording some of the
gigs, we don’t know if it’s all of them
or most of them...
MU: It’s most of them, obviously we
don’t record the ones which we know
are going to sound dreadful.
EV:
So you didn’t bother with
Birmingham and Cheltenham, where

the theatre’s ambient acoustics
were terrible?
MU: No, Birmingham wasn’t
recorded and I think we taped over
the Cheltenham show. So yeah,
we’re recording it every night. I’ve
got a little mobile set-up at the side
of the stage, because it’s such a
small set-up I can do that, I
couldn’t with a full-blown band. It’s
like throwing mud against a wall,
eventually something will stick. If
you record enough nights,
eventually you will get a very good
version of every song.
EV:
So are you working towards
a live album?
MU: I’m not sure, I’ll have to see
what it all sounds like, I haven’t
listened to any of it yet.
EV:
Or will all this material just
end up as B-sides and extra tracks?
MU: No, I think because of the
nature of what it is, it would be a
Performance album or whatever,
a live album, ‘cos there’s a lot of
good stuff out there. It’s a good set
that we’re doing, it’s an interesting
balance, and I can see no reason
why we can’t put out sixteen or
eighteen songs on an album, even
maybe a cut-price album. I don’t
see why not because live albums
don’t cost that much to make, so I
don’t see why they should be
charged at the same price as a
studio album, which does cost a
fortune.
EV:
What will happen after the
release of your new studio album, will
there be a band tour to promote it?
MU: If there’s the call for it, I’m
not going to do what I did the last
time and that’s rehearse the band
for longer than the tour took. So I’ll
wait and see if there’s a sniff of
success, or if a single goes well,
then yeah, it wouldn’t be that
difficult to put a band together

because I’m not going to do what
I’ve done in the past and replicate
the songs. I’ll do versions of the
songs within whatever the set-up
happens to be, so that shouldn’t
take quite as long.
EV:
If a band tour arose, would
it be built around Jake and J.C.?
MU: I’m not sure, I don’t know,
not keeping anything from them, I
don’t know what is going to
happen. Obviously it would be so
much easier because they know all
the songs, I would just need to
extend the band a bit and I’m sure
if needs be they could actually
knock a band into shape for me,
just thinking of the ease of it all.
But I don’t know what the line-up
would be if I wanted to do
something... I would like to have
someone who could play uillean
pipes, but there’s no point in taking
out an uillean pipe player who only
plays pipes, because there aren’t
that many songs that I’ve got
which would need it. I mean there’s
a few songs on the new album that
they’re on, but I would need
someone who could do that and
play bass guitar or keyboards or
whatever, a variety of instruments.
So my ideal situation would be to
get the best combination of multiinstrumentalists that I can,
including a drummer, and go out
as a bonafide but very versatile
band. I don’t want to make
everything in the past sound like
the new stuff, I want it to sound
like what I sounded like then,
kind-of, and this is what I sound
like now, kind-of, but not exactly.
I’m not going to recreate and
spend hours and hours and hours
getting the sounds right for
Vienna
or
Love’s
Great
Adventure, I’ll just go out there
and do it and play it with an organ.
I did a thing last year [1994] with
Josh [Phillips], Steve Williams, Jerry

[Meehan], we played at a party. We
did it with me playing guitar, Jerry
playing bass, Steve playing drums
and Josh playing a Hammond with
one synthesiser and it sounded
great, we sounded like a brilliant
pub band, it was great, it was
rocky, it was raunchy, it was fun. It
was very loose and a bit flaky and
stuff, but all that stuff sounded
wonderful. It didn’t have to sound
exactly like it did on the record, it
worked a treat.
EV:
That’s usually the trouble
with live albums, that they sound
exactly like the studio versions.
MU: Yes, they replicate the
songs, but here I’m treating the
songs very differently on this tour
and I think that it would be
something that people would
actually like to have, to hear the
songs done in this way.
EV:
You can tell that with the
reaction the audience gives songs
like Vienna, they don’t instantly
recognise it, because on this tour it
starts without its infamous drum
beat, and so people are scratching
their heads wondering what it is
and then the penny drops...
MU: And then they realise what
it is... The weird thing that I’ve
noticed on this tour is that Call of
the Wild is going down a
complete storm. I can’t believe it,
every night, it’s getting a massive
roar. Where were they all when it
was out?! (laughs).
EV:
Speaking of bands, what
became of the songs that you
wrote with Steve Jansen, Richie
Barbieri and Mick Karn of Japan?
MU: Nothing, nothing that I
know of. I don’t know, it’s all
contractual stuff as well. I know it
must come out, it’s a real pity ‘cos
they were starting to sound very
good. I saw Richie and Mick a
couple of weeks ago at Lewisham,
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“Sarah [Lynott]
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who had the rights to put out my next
record in America – ‘cos I’m signed to
BMG International who own RCA,
who own Arista, who own Ariola and
all those things – the last album came
out on RCA, and when I delivered the
album not to RCA but to BMG, RCA
had no head of the company, they had
lost their head guy six months prior, so
they said that they would have to wait
and see what’s going to happen with
RCA, so we didn’t know when it was
going to come out in America ‘cos
they’ve got first crack at it.
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Anyway something will happen, we
talked about it that night and I said
that it was stupid not to carry on,
so when this tours finished and the
album has been released or
whatever, we’ll grab some time. I’ll
either go up to their place for a
couple of days and work, or they’ll
come down to me for a couple of
days and work, and we’ll just keep
chipping away. Even if it’s not a fullblown album, maybe we can get six
tracks together to make a mini-CD.
EV:
What
about
instrumental tracks?

your

MU: I’ve not done anything with
those yet either, they’re just sitting
there and I’m going to do
something to them, it’s just a
matter of finding the time.
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EV:
Would it be a whole
instrumental album or just as
B-sides?
MU: Something, somewhere,
extra tracks or whatever. There’s
still lots of stuff from the Out
Alone tour that was recorded
that’s been mixed, and I haven’t
heard it yet. They gave it me six
months ago, but I just haven’t got
around to listening to it yet. Stuff
from the Out Alone tour like Man
of the World and that all may
appear as extra tracks as well,
there’s a lot of material around.
There’s a lot of stuff around that
can quite easily be added on to a
CD single where there’s a lot of
space on it.
EV:
We saw you on a program
called Ridge Riders recently, riding
across the West Country on
motorbikes, do you still ride a lot?

MU: No, I haven’t done it much
at all this summer, and I’ve had the
perfect summer to do it. Maybe it’s
just me getting old, I don’t know. It
just seems like I had it out a few
times, I’m talking it down here, I
had it out a few times, but now
we’ve got a baby it’s kind of
difficult to say to Sheridan, “OK I’m
just off on the Harley for a bit”,
and she’s stuck with the baby
going “Grrrrrrrah!” while I’m out
grooving around the countryside
around Bath! So no, I haven’t been
on it as much as I normally would
have, but I think that that’s just one
of those things isn’t it, and I refuse
to get a side-car!

MU: Hamish the horse! He’s
great, he’s an old trooper, he was
on stage when he was one year
old. A little white shetland pony, or
grey shetland pony I’m told is the
correct term for him, and he lives in
a field at the bottom of the garden
and he’s great, he’s really friendly.
We’ve got a little trap so we can
ride around the village with a pony
and trap, it’s fantastic. Kitty goes
out just about everyday with her
little riding hat on, going
“Hamish! Hamish! Hamish!”.

EV:
Incidentally, have you still
got that lovely blue Harley?

MU: Yeah, she’s great, she’s very
funny, and she’s got a good sense
of humour. She’s talking so bloody
early it’s unbelievable, and I know
all parents say it but she’s so very
bright, and I’m not sure where it
comes from! She’s a real character,
really good, and Molly just loves
her to bits which is great.

MU: Well it’s lovely and black
now because someone ran into the
back of it. We were sitting at traffic
lights, Sheridan was on the back, on
a sunny afternoon in Marylebone
Road in London. The guy behind us
was obviously looking at some girls
that were walking by, we were
stopped at the traffic lights and
they changed, and he saw it out the
corner of his eye and just put his
foot down, this Mercedes, and ran
straight into the back of the bike
which threw Sheridan up into the
air and pushed me in front of the
car that was ready to pull out and
nearly ran over me. I managed to
hold the bike up, but Sheridan
landed on her head or her back or
whatever. I knew she was alright
‘cos she was up and screaming and
swearing at this guy (laughs), so I
knew that she was OK.
But unfortunately they couldn’t
match up the paint colour, ‘cos it
was a special job and nobody could
do it. They tried a few things and I
said, “Look, just paint it black, and
give me it back” so it’s black now,
but not for long ‘cos it will be some
gorgeous colour soon.
EV:

Tell us about Hamish.

EV:
How does it feel to be a
father again? You seem to be very
proud of Kitty.

EV:
We’ve noticed during the
soundchecks that she seems to be
fascinated with you being up on
the stage.
MU: Well she’s never seen me up
there
before,
she’s
never
experienced it, it’s a whole new
thing to her. But she knows what
to do with a microphone – we
were at a wedding reception and
she picked the mike up, followed
the lead back to the amplifier and
turned the volume up!
EV:
What about this script that
you’re writing, or is that under
wraps at the moment?
MU: Well, it’s not so much a
script right now, it’s a story which
may become a script, but it’s a bit
nasty and horrible so I’m not
convinced it’s going to go
anywhere, it’s obviously my
subversive bad side coming out!

It’s about a horrible character who
wakes up on the floor with bits of
chilli pepper sticking in his teeth
after celebrating his fortieth
birthday. He’s desperate to be
famous, but he’s a complete loser
and figures that the only way he
can become famous is to kill
somebody. I don’t know how it’s
going to go at the moment, but
that’s the idea so far.
EV:
Will you be involved with
the Phil Lynott tribute next year
[Thursday Jan 4th ’96 in Dublin]?
MU: I don’t know very much
about it, someone told me about it
the other night and said my name
was mentioned. I’ve done an
interview about Phil, I did it about
this time last year and I’m sure that
it’s part of the documentary or
something. I did the interview for a
couple of different things about

Phil, so I’m sure one of them will be
in the documentary, but I don’t
know what’s been planned.

hear it. They’ve got all of his
characteristics,
it’s
amazing,
strange to see.

The strange thing is that I’ve
become very friendly with Phil’s
ex-wife Caroline who lives just
around the corner from where I live
now, and his kids who I bought
birthday presents for when they
were tiny, who are grown-up,
voluptuous
girls
now,
it’s
incredible. It’s like I’ve missed out
on the middle part of their lives but
I’m back there again now, seeing
Phil’s kids, it’s just unbelievable. I
gave Sarah and her friend a lift up
to London a couple of months
back, and they were sat chatting
and giggling away and whatever,
and then Sarah laughed and it was
Phil, and I thought “My God, this
is uncanny, it’s unbelievable”. It
sent a chill down my spine, it was
Phil laughing behind me, I could

EV:
So finally, what’s a typical
day in the life of Midge Ure, if
there is such a thing?
MU: What, right now? (laughs).
It depends on when you’re talking
about. A typical day could be
anything from grooming Hamish,
going to the gym, sitting in the
studio, putting draught excluder
around the doors, to trying to stop
Jake and J.C. from waking me up
at nine o’clock in the morning in
the middle of nowhere ‘cos they
want to get to the next place in the
middle of nowhere! So there really
is no such thing as a typical day. ■
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and I had just made the tape for
you guys so you could hear it, and
it was great going away from it for
a while and then coming back and
listening to it again, afresh. It’s not
only interesting musically, but they
sound like really good songs.

Photos: Extreme Voice
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Fields

of

Fire

Fields of Fire is about fiery emotions and the
explosions that seem to happen between couples.
The analogy is that it’s a field on fire, and I’m singing
“May the rains run through your fields of fire”, to
kind of exorcise the ghost that’s there. To kill that
emotion, to get rid of it so that it doesn’t exist
anymore, just forget it and get on with the next
thing. So that was the analogy, to let the rain run
through, whatever.

Breathe
Breathe, well that’s romantic imagery again. The
whole idea is of being encompassed, of someone
coming up with great big arms and just wrapping
them around you. The lyrics say, “Breathe your soul
in me, breathe your love in me, breathe your
innocence to me”, it’s like getting renewed, like
taking an oxygen mask and breathing deeply and
going, “That’s better”, that’s the idea.

L ive Forever
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Live Forever, that’s my vampire song funnily enough.
I have no idea where that one came from. No, I think
I was in the studio and I was reading the Anne Rice
book Lasher which is about this ghost, this being
whose life spanned four or five centuries. It started off
in Scotland and it lived and breathed, it was like this
ghostly vampirish image that sucked these people dry
of their emotions. I was sitting reading this book and I
think the film Interview with the Vampire had come
out and was doing the rounds at the time, and my
head was full of the French quarter of New Orleans,
and blossoms round the old plantation house, so I
wrote this song using that as an analogy: “Come with
me and live forever”. Again it’s got semi-religious
imagery “Hands upon a cross, I see you pray...”. Oh,
fixed religions and I have a great rapport, a great
relationship. It supplies me with lots of ideas for songs.

Fallen Angel
Well Fallen Angel started as a riff that the mandolin
player had, Richard [Feldman] actually had it as a
sample when he was going through his loops. This
little riff thing came out and I asked him what it was
and said, “Give me that, give me what you’ve got
there,” ‘cos it instantly sparked up little ideas and
images. So I took it away and started working on the
idea of trying to build the song around it, and the

fallen angel idea was just fairly basic I suppose,
things gone wrong, all-encompassing arms around
the situation kind of imagery, and that was it really,
it just kind of grew from there. Richard got his hand
in it ‘cos he’d been working on it already and I just
took it off in a whole different direction, but I
obviously kept that jangly little riff.

Free
Free, ooer, nobody’s ever asked me these questions
before (laughs). Free, I think simply because that’s
what I feel now, I feel as though I’ve moved on and
my life’s getting a bit better and things are looking
much more positive again. It’s that whole thing about
picking up your life and saying, “Hey it’s mine, I’m off
and I’m running and I’m taking it with me and I’m
not going to sit there and be brow-beaten”. It’s your
life and you should take it and make it do what you
need it to do, so that was the idea behind that.

Sinner Man
Cinnamon, that’s about making cakes (laughs).
Sinner Man is like a twisted self-portrait of oneself.
Standing and watching your life and saying, “You’re
not worth this, and you’re not worth that”. Again
people won’t know the lyrics yet, so the lyrics in the
chorus are... it’s my fishing song, isn’t it (laughs), for
whatever reason it’s all nautical imagery, but it goes,
“Pull for the shoreline, reach for a hand, you’re
nothing at all, you Sinner Man. No more excuses,
won’t you please understand, you’re lost without
love, oh you Sinner Man”. It’s like coming down on
yourself really, saying “Don’t be so bloody stupid,
there’s stuff out there. Don’t be hard on yourself, get
out and grab your life and run”. Those are the two
that have to go together, Free and Sinner Man.

May Your Good Lord
May Your Good Lord, that started a long time ago,
I must have written that about three years ago. That
one started off with a kind of Celtic edge to it. I
think that was what initially started me working on
that particular sound, although it was more rockorientated then, than how it’s actually finished up
now. But it’s my job now and again to give God a
hard time (laughs), so that was another song
questioning the use of fixed religions and what
people do in the name of religion.

Guns ‘n’ Arrows
Guns ‘n’ Arrows, this is all kind of personal stuff,
but it’s about what happens during the course of
your life when you think that you’re not doing
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On a sunny afternoon in Bradford last year Midge
talked us through his new album Breathe while we
busied ourselves with taking numerous photographs...
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up to my expectations, my memory of it. It was about
the last pocket of civilisation in Australia after a
nuclear war, and the rest of the world was dead and
gone. There was a nuclear submarine which could go
underwater for three years or whatever, an American
lot I think it was, and when they surfaced everything
was gone, there was nobody there, so they eventually
made their way to Australia. So they knew this fallout was coming and it’s like Dancing with Tears in
My Eyes, what do you do? So I wrote this song, The
Maker, on waiting on this end coming to them.

Extreme Voice Breathe tour limited edition : Caught in the Net
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particularly well and then somebody just comes up
and says “When you’re tired of all your sorrows, just
fire your guns and arrows” your anger and all that
stuff... it’s a very, I don’t mean to be sexist, but a
girlie, romantic song. It’s very romantic, overly
romantic, but in a nice way and it works, it works
incredibly well... It’s about Sheridan, that’s what it’s
all about. I don’t know if she knows that, she might
do, well she does now (laughs), she’ll read it here.
Ahhh, it happens, it happens!

Lay My Body Down
It’s an atmosphere song really, using random images
and in fact in its way it’s a very Ultravoxy kind of
song, because it uses images to portray little pictures
in your head. So it’s like, “Bring me my four white
horses, show me my sacred crown” or whatever, it’s
all that kind of imagery. It means that if you think
you’re doing something important in life – anyone
who thinks that they’re doing anything important in
life – when you’re gone and buried and the dust has
blown over your grave in a hundred years time, is
anyone going to remember any of that, was it really
that important? So it was like, “Will you remember
my name in years to come, lay my body down”.
Nothing’s that important, when I’m gone I’m gone
as we all are, and all you are then is a name on a
tombstone. This is your shot. It’s no use sitting there
wishing for something else, you’ve lost your shot,
you’ve missed your chance, the bus has gone, mate!

Trail

of

Tears

It was Paddy Moloney [The Chieftains] who put the
title in my head. He told me about a thing that
happens in America, where the native American
Indians go on a long, long walk, a very spiritual thing
which is called the trail of tears. I wrote this with my
old chum Danny Mitchell, and we just used different
meanings for the same-sounding words, which is
just us playing with this idea of the trail of tears.
“Lying through my truest heart, lying here beside my
cold desires”, so it’s like using the same word twice,
sounding the same but with radically different
meanings. Also just playing with this “open heart”
chorus, “Open for trust, trusting for love, relying on
faith, but faith’s not enough”.

The Maker
Well that’s Dancing with Tears in My Eyes part two
I think, isn’t it? All the imagery is from a book called
On the Beach by Neville Shute, and I remember
seeing the movie years and years ago and I haven’t
seen it since. Every week I’ll look out for it in the TV
listings to see if it’s on, and I’m sure that it won’t live

BREATHE – AN EV CRITIQUE
The interesting thing to note about having already
heard some of these new songs on the Out Alone
and Performance tours is that the album is instantly
accessible. There’s no waiting around for a hook line
– a lyric or musical phrase which draws you in after
maybe a few plays; you’re immediately involved with
its surprising complexity and many-layered warmth.
Midge’s fascination with the whole concept of fixed
religions is still a driving force in his music, but the
insistent, irresistible rhythm of May Your Good Lord is
about as far from Dear God as you can get, and has
proved to be a firm favourite with us. Similarly the darkly
brooding Live Forever, with its seductive vocal style, is
one to whack up the volume for. Other highlights are
Fallen Angel, a wonderfully rousing epic written in
both 3⁄3 and 5⁄4 time; the romantically insightful Guns ‘n’
Arrows with its rockin’ compression-effect guitar solo;
and Lay My Body Down, not a maudlin lamentation
of passing as you would expect, but rather an urge to
celebrate of every moment of life, in all its diversity.
Prior to this album, we were of the opinion that, in terms
of raw power and precision, Midge’s strongest recorded
vocal performance to date was on 1982’s Quartet
album, where he was pushed to greater heights by
George Martin. But the range of the first single Breathe
and also the track Trail of Tears amply show that none
of his vocal edge has been lost over the years.
Midge has created an album unlike any of his previous
three solo outings The Gift, Answers to Nothing and
Pure. Instruments like electric guitar and synthesiser,
although present, are placed in the background whilst
other musical textures and patterns are brought to the
fore. With its more traditional range of instruments, this
album will appeal to a wider audience without
compromising Midge’s ever-evolving writing style, and in
doing so has produced what we believe to be his
strongest body of work to date. Here’s hoping that
Breathe continues to receive the glowing critical acclaim
that it so rightfully deserves.
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earn how to write a
website”, they said. “It’ll be
fun!”, they said. What nobody
mentioned was how addictive
the darn thing can be...

“L

he Internet. You’ve heard all
the blurb – the Information
Superhighway, free speech, and
‘isn’t it dreadful about all this
freely-available porn?’. But the
fact is, the Internet – an
enormous web of computer
servers around the world, linked
by your common-or-garden
phone line and modem – can be
a serious business tool. And
damned good fun at that.
Imagine it – any band you care to
shake a stick at has at least one
website. Any subject you care to
name is exhaustively researched

T

and published on the web. That
obscure little piece of software
you’ve always been after is out
there somewhere. And once
you’ve got your Internet
connection, it’s all for free.
What’s not to like?
he EV website sprang into
being on August 6th, 1996,
kindly sponsored by Easynet and
EMI Gold, and has since had over
11,000 visitors – currently almost
100 ‘hits’ a day. Intended as a
complement to the fanzine, it
houses different information
than the mag – ‘previously
unseen’ photos; sound files from
the guys; the ever-evolving
beastie that goes by the name of
discography; the opportunity to
email messages to John, Midge,

T

Warren, Chris or Billy; a popular
real-time chat room where you
can talk to other fans around the
world (Midge has dropped in a
few times now, and Warren plans
to when he has his new Apple
Macintosh); links to other
Ultravox-related websites and
resources, and much more besides.
he great advantage, of
course, is that news can be
updated or altered by the
minute, if necessary – great for
getting those ever-changing tour
dates out. Just try doing that
with a printed mailer!

T

o come and pay us a visit! The
doors are open all day and all
night; the address is below. We’ll
see you there!

S

http://www.ultravox.org.uk
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Real name

10th October 1953

Place of birth

Cambuslang, Glasgow, Scotland

Height

5’8”

Colour of eyes

Blue

Colour of hair

Brown with ever increasing grey bits!

Married?
Present home
Parents’ occupations
School begin in tears?
Earliest musical memory
Schools
Proudest school moment
First crush
First record bought
Worst job
Previous bands
Worst band
Most hated record
Proudest point in career
The most hurtful thing ever written about you
Favourite fantasy
Favourite transport
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Musical hero / heroine
Book
Film
Television programme
Record
Clothing
Newspaper
Domestic pets

Photo of Midge by and dedicated to the memory of Trevor Key.

James Ure

Date of birth

Most nostalgic record for you and why?
Spent last Christmas
Likes
Dislikes
Greatest fear
Favourite advertisement
Best holiday you’ve ever had
How good a cook are you?
How do you relax?

Not any more!
Bath
Both are now retired
Absolutely!
None
Cambuslang Primary and Rutherglen Academy
Leaving and never going back
Miss Gebbie (primary school teacher)
My Mind’s Eye by The Small Faces
I only ever had one and that wasn’t too bad… engineer
Stumble / Salvation / Slik / Rich Kids / Visage / Ultravox... that’s it I think!
Rich Kids... only for being a target for spit!
All the Slik stuff
Finishing any new work
Blocked everything bad out!
Censored
The back of a limo with a little glass of something
Too many to list
Perfume by Patrick Süskind
It’s a Wonderful Life by Frank Capra
Shooting stars
Ziggy Stardust by David Bowie
Jeans
The Independent
Morrigan – Weimaraner dog. Spliff and Tequila – cats. Pickle and Purdy – rabbits.
Gaston – goldfish. Hamish – Shetland pony!
Do They Know its Christmas?, for all the obvious reasons
With nearly all the family
Honesty and good humour
The reverse of the above
Failure
The nodding dog in the car insurance ad... oh yes!
Driving around Florida in a huge campervan
Brilliant!... well pretty good
Being a couch potato... but not that often

Most beautiful thing?

My girls

Favourite music paper

Q

Where are you going after completing this?

Driving to London to pick up my daughter Molly

Midge Ure Internet websites
Extreme Voice http://www.ultravox.org.uk
Homeland http://www.btinternet.com/~suegoulding/

